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Abstract
The advance in semiconductor technologies presents the serious problem of parameter variations. They affect threshold voltage of transistors and thus circuit delay has variability. Increasing the supply voltage to reduce the delay should not be a solution, since it increases power consumption, which is another serious problem in microprocessor designs. This paper proposes to combine recently-proposed configurable latency technique with an instruction scheduling technique considering instruction uncriticality. While relying only on the configurable latency technique degrades processor performance, the combination maintains it by executing only uncritical instructions in the long-latency units. The uncriticality-directed technique is extended for power reduction. This can be achieved by decreasing supply voltage for some variation-unaffected units. Detailed simulations show that the proposed scheduling technique improves processor performance by 7.0% on average over the conventional scheduling and that performance degradation from a variation-free processor is only 2.3% on average, when 2 of 4 integer ALUs are affected by variations. It also improves energy efficiency by 9.9% on average.
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1. Introduction
While microprocessor performance has increased by the advance in semiconductor technology for more than three decades, it has to be further improved to satisfy emerging requirements. An example is security problem. Antivirus program wastes a large portion of processing power, which could be utilized by application programs if our computers were safe from the threat of computer viruses. It is predicted that even smart cell phones will require antivirus as well as PCs in the near future. Another example is mobile multimedia applications. Modern cell phones can play video games, digital still and video cameras, MP3 players, TV phones, and digital TVs. Hence, microprocessors, especially embedded processors, require more performance. It looks easy to improve processor performance, since the advanced semiconductor technologies will provide billions of transistors on a single chip, which enable a super-computer on the chip. However, this scaling is difficult due to new challenges of power consumption and parameter variations.

The advanced semiconductor technologies increase parameter variations [3, 8, 17]. Variations on an LSI chip are classified into die-to-die (D2D) and within-die (WID) variations. Recently, the latter ones, especially random WID variations, have become serious. Random dopant placement and line edge roughness (Process variations), supply voltage integrity (Voltage variations), and temperature fluctuations (Temperature variations) cause parameter variations. This paper focuses on process variations. They are essential in semiconductor technologies and they affect each transistor’s threshold voltage, resulting in delay variability. Traditionally, microprocessor designs are based on the worst-case design methodology, which relies on guardband. Processor’s maximum clock frequency is determined by considering the worst-case critical-path delay and the safety margin. The margin is required since delays are not constant due to the variations. In the worst-case design, the margins are summed up and thus PVT variations have a serious impact on supply voltage to satisfy required operating frequency and to improve performance yield of microprocessors. In other words, managing delay variability is a key to power reduction.

This paper first focuses on the parameter variations problem. Parameter variations affect threshold voltage of transistors and hence circuit delay has variability. This reduces performance yield of microprocessors and thus is serious for profitability of semiconductor companies. Fortunately, all circuits on a single chip are not affected by variations. Hence, by replacing the variation-affected circuits with variation-tolerant ones, the variation-affected chips can be shipped. This paper considers to replace variation-affected execution units on the chips with long-latency ones. Unfortunately, this causes severe performance loss. To attack the problem, this paper proposes an instruction scheduling technique that is aware of variation-originated long latency, which we call uncriticality-directed instruction scheduling. Second, this paper tries to reduce power consumed by variation-unaffected units. It utilizes the uncriticality-directed scheduling technique. The contributions of this paper are as follows:

1. Variability-aware instruction scheduling, which maintains processor performance under delay variability, is proposed.
2. Low-power instruction scheduling, which is an extension of the variability-aware scheduling, is proposed.
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This paper is organized as follows. The next section summarizes related works. Section 3 proposes an alternative scheduling directed by instruction uncriticality and describes a mechanism to identify uncritical instructions. Section 4 explains our evaluation methodology. Section 5 presents experimental results. Finally, Section 6 concludes.

2. Related Works

Variability-aware designs for yield enhancement are a hot topic. These techniques take the approach of post-silicon compensation. The simplest technique is to slow down clock frequency of variation-affected chips. This causes serious performance loss and thus is the least desirable choice. Another straightforward technique is to increase their supply voltage. Higher supply voltage improves transistor speed and thus tolerates large delay due to delay variability. Unfortunately, however, this cannot be chosen because power consumption problem is already serious.

Liang et al. [10] propose a configurable latency technique for floating-point unit (FPU). For every variation-affected chips, where timing specifications on FPU are not satisfied after fabrication, an extra pipeline stage is inserted into the FPU datapath and the latency of the datapath is extended. The latency does not change after the chip is shipped. Tiwari et al. [18] extend the configurable latency technique into the instruction pipeline. In the cases of unacceptable operating frequency, deeper pipeline depth is selected. Chen et al. [4] and Mohapatra et al. [12] respectively propose to adaptable latency techniques for arithmetic units. Each technique detects the situation, where a timing error occurs in an arithmetic units, on-the-fly and then adaptively switches to a longer latency. Different from the configurable latency technique, the latency changes according to operating situations. The adaptable latency technique might have a serious impact on the delay of arithmetic units because the decision to switch the latency must be done immediately before execution. Therefore, in the present paper, we propose to utilize the configurable latency technique. Unfortunately, as we will present later, it degrades processor performance severely.

Romanescu et al. [14] exploit instruction criticality to reduce the impact of the long-latency units due to delay variability. Using a critical path predictor (CPP) [6, 19], instructions that determine the number of cycles executing the program are identified. Such instructions are called critical instructions. Priority for short-latency units is given to the critical instructions. Unfortunately, while CPPs can be utilized for identifying critical path, none of them achieves both simplicity in circuit and accuracy in identification [5]. Complex circuit consumes additional power. Low accuracy seriously diminishes processor performance. In addition, CPPs has a serious problem to implement. They have a similar structure as caches and require a very large SRAM array. An SRAM cell is one of the most vulnerable circuit to process variations [1]. The conventional CPPs are not practical under the situation where PVT variations are severe. In the present paper, we will propose a practical technique to exploit instruction criticality.

3. Variability-aware Technique

3.1. Uncriticality-directed Scheduling

In order to tolerate timing errors in arithmetic units due to delay variability, this paper proposes a combination of a latency-aware instruction scheduling technique and the configurable latency technique. Without loss of generality, this paper focuses on the integer ALU with 1-cycle latency (iALU). For every variation-affected chips, where timing specifications on iALU are not satisfied, the latency of the iALU datapath is extended to 2 cycles. Different from the adaptable latency technique, the latency does not change after the chip is shipped. As we will see later, replacing each variation-affected iALU with the long-latency iALU significantly diminishes processor performance. In order to mitigate performance loss, this paper proposes to execute only uncritical instructions in the long-latency iALUs.

While it is very similar to Romanescu et al.'s technique [14], which utilizes the conventional CPP, the two techniques were independently studied in parallel [16]. This section explains how uncritical instructions are identified.

![Figure 1: Uncriticality-directed Scheduling.](image-url)

While we have studied several techniques to identify critical instructions for years, we have not yet found any technique that achieves both simplicity in circuit and high accuracy in identification [5]. To reduce the performance loss due to low identification accuracy, we propose to exploit instruction uncriticality rather than instruction criticality [16, 20]. Only uncritical instructions are executed in the long-latency units, as shown in Figure 1. Out-of-order execution processors have the instruction scheduling window, where instructions wait for their input operands. Each instruction can be issued to a functional unit where it is executed, only when its operands become available. Here, we call such an instruction ready instruction. In the instruction window, there are two types of ready instructions. One is instructions that have their dependent instructions in the instruction window. The other is instructions that do not have any dependent instructions. Here, we call the latter instructions solitary instructions. It is not necessary to
execute solitary instructions in hurry, since their execution results will not be immediately used. In other words, solitary instructions are uncritical. They can be executed in the long-latency units. It should be noted that even embedded processors currently execute instructions in an out-of-order fashion to attain high performance [13, 15] and then the proposed scheduling is adoptable.

Figure 2 shows the mechanism to identify solitary instructions. A small table is attached to the map table, which every modern microprocessor has for the purpose of dynamic register renaming. We call the table solitary table. The solitary table is 1-bit wide and its entry size is equal to the number of physical registers. Since conventional processors have only tens of registers, its hardware budget is very small. In a different view, every register file entry requires an additional 1-bit field. Hence, the solitary table does not require any large SRAMs, which are vulnerable to process variations. A large memory cell used in the register files is used to implement it. Under the situation where PVT variations are severe, the solitary table is more practical than the conventional CPPs.

![Figure 2: Solitary Table.](image)

The solitary table works as follows. (1) When a new physical register is allocated as a destination, its associated entry in the solitary table is set. (2) When every instruction refers the map table by its logical source register number \( L_s \) and obtains the corresponding physical register number \( P_s \), its associated entry in the solitary table is reset. (3) Whenever an instruction is issued, it refers the solitary table by its physical destination register number. If its associated entry is still set, it is a solitary instruction. This mechanism is 100% accurate in identifying solitary instructions, because all instructions in the instruction window have updated the solitary table when they are dispatched into the window. From these observations, we can see that the solitary table achieves both simplicity in circuit and accuracy in identification, when it is utilized for uncriticality-directed instruction scheduling.

### 3.2. Extension for Energy Reduction

Modern microprocessors usually have multiple iALUs. It would not be expected that all iALUs were affected by process variations and thus had long latency. A number of iALUs have short latency and consumes large power. This paper proposes to replace some of them with the long-latency iALUs. Because they are not affected by process variations, increasing their latency, in other words decreasing their delay per cycle, can reduce their supply voltage. Some of variation-affected iALUs becomes power-efficient with the cost of long latency. If the uncriticality-directed scheduling works well, considerable power reduction is expected. In summary, when an instruction is identified as uncritical and the long-latency unaffected iALU remains, it is executed on the power-efficient unaffected iALU as shown in Figure 3.

![Figure 3: Extension for Power Reduction.](image)

### 4. Evaluation Methodology

We implemented our simulator using SimpleScalar/PISA tool set [2]. Table 1 summarizes processor configurations.

Six programs from SPEC2000 CINT and eight programs from MediaBench [9] are used. For SPEC programs, 200 million instructions are skipped before actual simulation begins. After that each program is executed for 100 million instructions. For MediaBench, each program is executed from beginning to end. We do not count NOP instructions.

We consider three cases, where 1, 2, and 3 iALUs are affected by variations, respectively, and thus they are replaced with the 2-latency iALUs. We compare the proposed scheduling with the conventional one.

For power evaluation, we assume the frequency-voltage specification (200MHz-1.0V and 100MHz-0.72V) of AMPLE processor [7]. The variation-affected ALUs and short-latency iALUs work at 1.0V and the long-latency
unaffected iALUs work at 0.72V. Only dynamic power consumed by iALUs are considered. While leakage power has become a serious problem, it is not considered in this evaluation. A reason is that the proposed technique never increases leakage current since it reduces supply voltage with maintaining threshold voltage of transistors.

Table 1: Processor Configuration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fetch width</td>
<td>8 instructions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1 instruction cache</td>
<td>16KB, 2 way, 1 cycle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Branch predictor</td>
<td>gshare + bimodal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gshare predictor</td>
<td>4K entries, 12 histories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bimodal predictor</td>
<td>4K entries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Branch target buffer</td>
<td>1K set, 4way</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispatch width</td>
<td>4 instructions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instruction window size</td>
<td>32/64/128 instructions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Issue width</td>
<td>4 instructions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integer ALUs</td>
<td>4 units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integer multipliers</td>
<td>2 units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floating-point ALU</td>
<td>1 unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floating-point multiplier</td>
<td>1 unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1 data cache ports</td>
<td>2 ports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1 data cache</td>
<td>16KB, 4 way, 2 cycles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unified L2 cache</td>
<td>8MB, 8 way, 10 cycles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
<td>Infinite, 100 cycles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commit width</td>
<td>8 instructions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Results

5.1. Performance Improvement

Figure 4 explains how the uncriticality-directed instruction scheduling maintains processor performance under delay variability in the case where the instruction window size (IW) equals 32. The percentage increase in execution cycles is used as a metric. For each group of six bars, the left three bars (Conv:X) are for the conventional scheduling, and the right three bars (UCD:X) are for the uncriticality-directed scheduling. For each group of three bars, the left one (X=1) indicates the percentage reduction for the case where one iALU is affected by variations and is replaced by the 2-latency iALU. The middle (X=2) and the right (X=3) bars are for the cases where 2 and 3 variation-affected iALUs are replaced by the 2-latency iALUs, respectively.

As you can see, the conventional scheduling degrades processor performance seriously, especially for the case where the impact of variations is large. When 3 iALUs have to be replaced with the 2-latency iALUs, processor performance is decreased by as much as 52.1% with an average of 25.6%. In contrast, the uncriticality-directed scheduling efficiently maintains performance. It reduces performance only by 9.0% on average. Especially in the case of the replacement with one iALU, performance degradation is negligible and is 2.6% on average. This means the uncriticality-directed scheduling improves processor performance over the conventional one. It reduce the execution cycles by the averages of 12.0%, 14.7%, and 12.6% with the maximums of 25.5%, 28.1%, and 23.6% for one, two, and three 2-latency iALU situations, respectively.

The increase in the instruction window size may obviate the uncriticality-directed scheduling. This is because larger instruction windows improve instruction scheduling capability and will tolerate long execution latency. In order to evaluate how the instruction window size affects the usefulness of the uncriticality-directed scheduling, we increase the size from 32 to 64 and 128. Figures 5 and 6 show the results. Actually, performance degradation in the conventional model decreases. When the window size is 64, it is 10.3%, 14.8%, and 16.7% for one, two, and three 2-latency iALU situations, respectively, on average.

As the size increases, the degradation rate decreases. When the size is 128, it is 7.0%, 10.4%, and 12.5% for one, two, and three 2-latency iALU situations, respectively, on average. However, the increase in the window size does not obviate the uncriticality-directed scheduling. Even in the case where the size is 128, it reduce the execution cycles by the averages of 5.1%, 7.0%, and 6.6% with the maximums of 13.5%, 16.6%, and 14.2% for one, two, and three 2-latency iALU situations, respectively.
From these observations, we found that the uncriticality-directed instruction scheduling effectively exploit the configurable latency iALUs and thus has variability tolerance.

5.2. Energy Reduction

From the performance evaluation results, it is found that the uncriticality-directed scheduling maintains processor performance even when three iALUs are replaced by the 2-latency iALUs. Therefore, two situations are considered here. One is the case where one iALU is affected by process variations. In this case, two unaffected iALUs are replaced by the 2-latency iALUs. Totally, three iALUs have 2-cycle latency. The other is the case where two iALUs are affected by process variations. In this case, one unaffected iALU is replaced by the 2-latency iALU. Similarly, three iALUs have 2-cycle latency in total. Remember that only 2-latency unaffected iALUs work at the lower supply voltage. Both the variation-affected iALUs and the short-latency iALUs work at the higher supply voltage.

Figure 7 presents the results for the cases where the instruction window has 128 entries. It shows the percentage of energy reduction. Only energy consumed by iALUs is considered. For other window size, the tendency of the results is same and thus the worst effective case is only shown. Energy consumed by iALU is reduced by 24.9% and 14.1% when the number of the variation-affected iALUs is 1 and 2, respectively. The baseline is the case where only variation-affected iALUs are replaced by the 2-latency iALUs. These values are 25.5% and 15.8% for the 32-entry window case, and are 24.9% and 14.6% for the 64-entry window case.

While the decrease in energy consumption is preferable, the increase in execution cycles is undesirable. Both energy and performance should be considered for evaluating energy efficiency. Figure 8 presents the percentage improvement in energy-delay-square product (ED²P) when the instruction window size is 128. ED²P is a good metric for evaluating energy efficiency when there are multiple supply voltages [11]. ED²P is improved by 19.7% and 9.9% when the number of the variation-affected iALUs is 1 and 2, respectively. Only in the case of mpeg2encode (mpeg), ED²P is diminished by 3.5% when two iALUs are affected by variations. As can be seen in Figures 6 and 7, performance degradation is largest and energy reduction is smallest in mpeg2encode. The synergetic effect results in ED²P degradation.

In general, the proposed technique effectively reduce energy consumption under the situation of severe PVT variations.

6. Conclusions

The advanced semiconductor technologies increase process variations, which seriously affect circuit delay. Recent proposals of the configurable latency technique is one solution for managing delay variability, however, the impact on processor performance is severe. This paper proposed the uncriticality-directed instruction scheduling. Only uncritical instructions are executed in the long-latency iALUs. When 2 of 4 iALUs are affected by variations, it improves processor performance by the average of 7.0% over the conventional scheduling, and performance degradation from a variation-free processor is only 2.3% on average. When the scheduling method is extended for power reduction, it improves ED²P by 9.9% on average. The uncriticality-directed instruction scheduling effectively
exploit the configurable latency units and thus has variation tolerance.
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